This paper addresses the problem of estimating a rapidly fading convolutionally coded signal such as might be found in a wireless telephony or data network. We model both the channel gain and the convolutionally coded signal as Markov processes, and thus the noisy received signal as a hidden Markov process (HMP). Two now-classical methods for estimating finite-state hidden Markov processes are the Viterbi algorithm and the a posteriori probability (APP) filter. A hybrid recursive estimation procedure is derived whereby one hidden process (the encoder state in our application) is estimated using a Viterbi-type (ie sequence based) cost and the other (the fading process) using an APP based cost such as maximum a posteriori probability. Using simulations, performance of the optimal scheme is compared with a number of suboptimal techniques -decision directed Kalman and HMP predictors, and Kalman filter and HMP filter per-survivour processing (PSP) techniques. Superior performance of the optimal scheme is demonstrated with little extra computational requirement compared to the PSP techniques.
INTRODUCTION
In wireless telephony and data networks, propagation characteristics of the radio channel give rise to often rapid fluctuations in the received signal power [I] . For multilevel signalling constellations such as Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), it is necessary for the receiver to have a good estimate of the instantaneous channel power gain in order to properly demodulate the signal. For many practical channels, the channel power gain may vary so quickly, that gain estimation methods based on a static model of the channel gain (eg adaptive methods, maximum likelihood) may not track sufficiently quickly to permit demodulation of the signal. Thus dynamic models for the channel gain should be applied in such cases. Dynamic models will give rise to estimation structures which are designed to track more quickly, and thus should improve performance. In this paper, we specify a finite state Markov chain to model the amplitude gain process. 
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University of Alberta Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, T6G 2G1 email: relliott@ualberta.ca FIR filtering (modulo 2). The maximum delay in the filter is called the constraint length of the encoder. An encoder which produces n output bits for each m input bits is called a rate m/n encoder. Commonly used rates are 112, 314,516 and 718, however for some applications (eg deep space communications) rates as low as U128 might be used. In this paper, we consider only rate l/n, n 2 2 encoding. A convolutionally encoded signal may be represented as a hidden Markov model (HMM) with state consisting of all the input bits stored in the encoder memory, and observation consisting of the output symbol stream. The transition structure of the state is highly constrained. For example for a rate 1/2 encoder of constraint length M has 2M states (corresponding to all possible combinations of the M stored input bits in the encoder), but there are only 2 possible transitions from each state, corresponding to the 2 possibilities for the next input bit. In such highly constrained problems, it is recognised that Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimution (MLSE) should be used, leading to the well-known Viterbi algorithm (VA) 141, where it is demonstrated that MLSE yields (asymptotically) the optimal error performance.
In this paper we model our received signal as the product of the channel gain process and the convolutionally encoded process observed in additive white Gaussian noise. Thus we have an HMP dependent on two underlying Markov chains, one being the state of the convolutional encoder, and the other being the state of the channel gain process. We derive a optimal mixed estimation algorithm, whereby we seek MLSE for the encoder state, and maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimates for the channel gain process. Such an algorithm clearly involves joint estimation of both underlying Markov process states, albeit with different criteria used to determine each component. The MLSE for the encoder then allows us to extract the original input bit sequence.
As a comparison, we use two classes of suboptimal approaches. The simplest class is a decoupled structure consisting of an estimator for the channel gain process, combined with a standard MLSE algorithm applied to estimate the encoder state. This structure mimics in some sense the usual automatic gain control (AGC) commonly used in receivers. Decision feedback of delayed symbols is used to parameterise the channel gain estimator. The other suboptimal methods used are based on Per-survivour Processing (PSP) [8] . Here a bank of amplitude estimators are used ; each associated with a surviving candidate optimal path from the MLSE.
There is no requirement for feedback of delayed (or otherwise) symbols with these PSP methods. Within each class, we investigate the performance of 2 types of amplitude estimators. The first class is based on an AR( 1) model for the amplitude process, and results in a Kalman filter based amplitude estimator. The same AR( 1) model is used to derive the Kalman filter based PSP method similar to [9] (which also addresses the frequency selective fading case). In each case, the second order statistics of the Markov chain amplitude process are used to parameterise the Kalman filter@). The other type of estimator uses the finite state Markov chain model itself to derive the corresponding HMP filter(s) for the amplitude process in both decision feedback and PSP modes of operation. Performance of the optimal and the 4 suboptimal techniques is compared with the aid of simulated 4 level Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) signals.
SIGNAL AND CHANNEL MODEL
We will consider convolutionally coded signals with constraint length M . Denote by x k the length M binary vector being the convolutional encoder state at sample time k. This process follows a 'shift-register' type behaviour so that for k 2 0,
(1)
Here S is the M x M shift matrix with Szj = 1 if i = j + 1, and zero otherwise, and el is the unit vector in RM with unity in the first position. The sequence {bk} denotes the input binary message stream which is independent and takes the values 0 and 1 with equal probability. Consequently, the state space of X has 2M = N(') binary vectors. This state space can be identified with the set {e?), . . . , of unit vectors in R"
. We shall write X(2) for the version of X defined in the canonical space {e?), . . . ,
Each basis vector ei2) corresponds to one binary vector in (0, l}' . Each binary vector corresponds to a decimal integer, so we shall choose the (decimal) under z so that ei is associated with the corresponding binary vector. Any vector XI, has only two possible successor states. The transition matrix A(') for x (~) , therefore, is sparse with elements
The encoder operates at rate 1/P, P 2 2, ' with generator matrix
where is real, denotes the modulation operation. Its task is to map the 2 p possible values of the encoder output onto 2p real symbol values which may be transmitted. With minor modifications we can also handle complex modulation types such as Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). The transmitted signal is then
The transmitted signal is propagated through a flat fading channel, which acts on the channel as a multiplicative gain [l]. The fading process is here modelled as a finite state Markov chain takingvaluesintheset{ul,a~, ..., u,(l)} where0 = a~ < a~ < . . . < We provide some justification for the choice of 'More general rates can also be dealt with using a multiple input version 2The zero amplitude state is included to permit detection of the pres- 
where the { n k } is a sequence of independent normal N ( 0 , l ) random variables, and g2 is the noise power. When XI, is in the state corresponding to the vector e!2),
process can be thus written in terms of the canonical state variables
We assume all parameters a , d, n z , p , q, A and p are known. Adaptive estimation is addressed in [6] .
I
= with diagonal elements U::) chosen so that each column of A(') sums to unity. The received signal is given by
Optimal Demodulation
Given the observations yk = {yo, y1, . . . , yk} we wish to obtain recursive estimates for Xi1) and X f ) , perhaps with some delay A 2 0. If one was interested in minimum variance or maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation of both the underlying Markov chain states, one would proceed to determine a recursive update for the joint a posteriori probabilities and then compute the associated conditional expectations or MAP estimates.. In the usual Viterbi algorithm (dynamic programming), computation of (9) is replaced by a sequential maximisation over all possible sample paths of X:') and Xt(') for t = 0, . . . , k -A.
The new mixed estimation procedure proposed in this paper consists of using the a posteriori probability estimates for the X ( l ) process, coupled with a Viterbi maximum likelihood sequence estimation criterion for X ( 2 ) . Formally, this means considering quantities of the form Then :
The backtracking delay is necessary to enable proper construction of the maximum likelihood sequence. This delay is chosen sufficiently large that all candidate optimal sequences backtracking from time k have merged at time IC -A. Thus in order to apply the algorithm, the quantities & ( i , j ) are initialised at time IC = 0 according to (12), and updated for each time k > 0 via (1 1). At each time we also retain maximising indices via (13) and (14). Backtracking also takes place at each time k > A according to (15) to extract the desired estimates.
Reduced Complexity Filters
The reader is referred to [7] for details of the various suboptimal filters used here.
In this section we present results of simulation experiments used to compare 6 demodulators applied to the fading convolutionally coded signal described above. The performance of the optimal scheme, the Kalman and HMP PSP techniques, the Kalman and HMP predictor based methods, and usual MLSE with the amplitude process known to the receiver were compared. The Kalman and HMM predictor methods used decision delay A = 1, which we argue later is the best value to choose, at least in the Kalman case. In our experiments, we did not observe any statistically significant difference between the performance of the Kalman filter based methods and the corresponding HMP based methods, ie the Kalman predictor method performed similarly to the HMP predictor method, and similarly for the PSP techniques.
The resulting Bit Error Rates (BER) are shown in figure 1. Figure 2 repeats for a more rapidly varying amplitude case. It is seen that in both cases, the predictor based methods perform the worst, with the PSP methods yielding performance in between that of the predictor methods and the optimal method. The optimal technique performs quite close to the case where the receiver knows the fading process exactly. The performance gain in using the optimal filter appears to increase for higher SNRs. We also examined the error behaviour of the Kalman predictor method as a function of the parameter A. Recall that A 2 1 denotes the time lag (in samples) until we make a decision about the encoder state. This value is used to predict the amplitude process (gain) value forward from the Kalman filter to the Viterbi decoder. Figure 3 shows rather interesting behaviour in that the smallest possible A = 1 resulted in the best overall BER performance. Here p = X = 0.1, and the S N R was 29 dB. Clearly, larger smoothing lags, which one would normally expect to result in better state estimates (for the encoder process) [5] are not resulting in better performance of the overall scheme. We may conclude that the behaviour evident in figure 3 is due to the poor prediction performance of the Kalman method. This is to be expected since it is not generally possible to accurately predict a discrete state HMM. We conclude that some sort of joint estimation procedure (either explicit as in our optimal approach, or implicit as in PSP) is really necessary to obtain reasonable performance with 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have derived the optimal filter for a hidden Markov process consisting of the product of two statistically independent underlying Markov chains observed in additive white Gaussian noise, which may have state dependent moments. We apply a mixed estimation criterion in order to formulate the filter. We seek the Maximum Likelihood Sequence corresponding to one of the underlying chains, and aposteriori probabilities (ApPs) for the other underlying chain. This mixed criterion is motivated by a particular application, namely the demodulation of a rapidly fading convolutionally coded communications signal. The signal is decoded using maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE). Estimation of the fading process is performed according to the maximum a posteriori probability criterion, requiring computation of APPs. The performance of the optimal filter for this example is compared to a more conventional approach consisting of decoupled estimators for each underlying chain. These estimators are standard MLSE implemented via the Viterbi algorithm for the convolutionally coded part, and a decision-directed predictor for the gain process. The case where the gain process is known to the receiver is used as a benchmark. We also compare performance with a per-survivour processing (PSP) technique which has computational complexity less than the optimal method, but greater than the simple prediction technique. In both the prediction and PSP methods, we examined both Kalman and hidden Markov process based approaches, and found no significant difference in performance between them in each case. The PSP approach has been addressed in [9] , which also considers frequency selective fading. Simulations show that the predictor methods performs worst but the optimal filter illustrates minimal performance degradation as compared to the known amplitude case. The PSP technique offers performance between that of the simple prediction method, and the optimal method. In this paper, we have not addressed the issue of estimating the fading process model parameters. This problem is being addressed in current work [6] . We have also not addressed frequency selective fading here, but indicate that the same idea as presented here could be applied to such cases, albeit with a substantial increase in computational requirements.
